PORCH SCREENING
SYSTEMS (WALLS ONLY)

Add a beautiful and functional 3 season living space to your home.
The porch screening system creates a new outdoor living space using
extruded aluminum frames complete with screening and hardware that, when
put together, create a permanent installation. They are custom designed to ﬁt
your needs. High quality, durable and maintenance free, the aluminum frames
come in a variety of colors.

Custom Sizes & Quotes
Get a quote for a custom sized enclosure using our online builder
or give us a call us at 1.800.922.4760.

High quality, permanent installation.
This is a very high quality, long lasting screen room that is easily assembled
within one to three days depending on the size of your application. All parts
are screwed together. There are no plastic pieces. The framing is all extruded
aluminum with baked on enamel ﬁnish. The supplied hardware is extruded
aluminum for maximum strength and weather-ability.
FRAMES
2x2 or 2x3 frames
that can support over
80psf loads.

OPTIONS
Kickplates, fan beam
panels & choice of
colors to suit.

SCREENING
Fifteen different
screening options
available.

VINYL WINDOWS
Vinyl windows are
available to fully
enclose the room.

FRAME OPTIONS

We provide you with extruded aluminum frames
complete with screening and hardware that,
when put together, create a permanent
installation. The H122 mainframe has a .048"
wall thickness and the H120 mainframe (for
corners) has a .062" wall thickness.

SCREEN OPTIONS
We have ﬁfteen diﬀerent screen options ranging from standard
ﬁberglass woven from permanent glass yarn, to a range of glass
shield ﬁberglass meshes.
Vinyl–laminated, tightly-woven aluminum mesh, pet-resistant
insect screening is tear and puncture-resistant to prevent
damage by dogs and cats. Solar Insect Screening offers the
ultimate in insect protection while at the same time stopping up
to 65% of the sun’s heat and glare, and more!

The 2" x 2" frame system is by far the most
commonly used screen enclosure kit due to its
quality and value mix.
The stronger 2" x 3" posts allows you to increase
the size of the openings.

DOORS

KICKPLATES
From one-lite tempered glass and insulated
storm doors to Classic screen doors with brass
or platinum hardware, we have ten different
styles of doors - including a full-lite 2 inch
aluminum insulated door that has a Residential
Performance Grade (PG) of R-PG50.

CHAIR RAILS

You will need to make a choice of no kick-plates
or 18" or 24" kick-plates. With 'no' kick-plate,
the horizontal 2x2 that is installed between
verticals can be placed at any height you wish.

COLOR CHOICES
Horizontal chair rails are recommended
if you don’t have a kick plate and your
openings are larger than 54". They can
be placed at any height. We recommend
somewhere below the midpoint to
create a clear line of sight for when you
are seated in the room.

Aluminum extrusions and panels come is several colors
that can be selected individually to create your own
unique space. Choose between white, clay, wheat or dark
bronze for any or all of the components. Your room can be
one single color or accent with a combination of light and
dark colors. The choice is yours!

OPTIONAL VINYL WINDOWS
If accidentally pushed or distorted vinyl will
return to its original shape within minutes.
The tough 10-mil vinyl glazing gives the beneﬁt of
glass without the cost or the weight. It’s as transparent
as glass, but not nearly as heavy. Or expensive.

Standard Lip Frame

Lightweight for light-duty projects. Designed to ﬁll
openings too small for Vertical 4-Track products.

Heavy-Duty Lip Frame Lite

Horizontal Side Slider

Panels that slide from side to side.

Pairs seamlessly with the Horizontal Side
Slider. Designed to ﬁll openings too small
for Horizontal Side Slider products.

Vertical 4-Track

Panels that raise and lower.

Pro grade screened in porch kits sourced from
premium manufactures throughout the USA.

The best vendors, design and delivery process
get you the best value for your money.

We've provided custom screening system since
the late 90's and will be for the next 20!

About Us
We are a longstanding partnership, and have been sourcing, selling and
supporting DIY enclosures, patio covers, awnings and more since 1997. We
have a passion for being able to do things for ourselves - with excellence!
When we choose to do business with a manufacturer, it will always be based
on the quality of the product PLUS the passion of the manufacturer to have
a happy do it yourself’er at the end of the project.

